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hey, let’s get lost together 
explore the cost together 
shake shadows off together 
c’mon, c’mon let’s go 

hey, let’s chase stars together 
be proud of scars together
build who we are together
c’mon, c’mon let’s go 

hey, let’s waste time together 
ignite our minds together 
horizon lines forever
c’mon, c’mon let’s go

meet at the horizon

For Will and Daisy,
the brightest stars in my sky
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All the Colours of the River 

here we all are  surrounded by sky
without any manual or reason for why
the river is running we live          we die
brothers and sisters  surrounded by sky

       s
urrounded by sky

when moonlight sings its freedom  
 when darkness holds no fear 
when shadows flow together   
 when ragged stars appear
when wind-imprinted water holds her mirror to the skies 
she carries all the colours of the river in her eyes 

when ghosts of frost must take their leave   
 when sadness slows its spin
when silver empires crumble  
 when time begins to swim
when all the world lies half awake and mist is her disguise 
she carries all the colours of the river in her eyes 
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Daisy

For

we lie on garden chairs 
that go all the way back 
to the beginning of time 

our moon-cool eyes 
wait
until the the last blue 
is black 

we pretend we’re ancient sailors 
preparing for a voyage to distant 
lands 
in our tiny boat 

holding hands 
we slide silent down the 
star-burnt slipway 

and out 

across the universe
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I Will Never Work on My Birthday

after studying the strange brain-drain worry-world of adults     

I have now made the decision that  
I will never work on my birthday  

like ever 

I mean c’mon working on your birthday?  
what’s that all about?

not for me no way 

on my birthday you will never find me squeezed and strained onto 
crowded buses or trains getting wet from the  
window-breath sweats of every other hamster on the wheel     

get real

I will never work on my birthday  

I don’t care how old or important or unimportant I get doing 
whatever I choose to do  my birthday will always be  
a procession

there will be cake  magnificent unctuous 
stain-yer-veins chocolate cake cut into great sticky-finger  
grab-slabs of calorific oblivion
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I will run through drab city streets singing happy birthday  
to me while every other person I see shakes their  

swollen head in disbelief and goes back to scrolling

I will open present after glorious present  
and hug and kiss those loved ones 

those precious loved ones 
who always have my back

there will be music  
and dancing  
yes    dancing 

and I will swirl beneath a cavalcade  
of celebrating stars  

and howl at the unwrapped moon 

today moon     today     is my birthday

and I will never work on my birthday 

Steffi

she taught German at university Mum says
and the day I came home from hospital  
held me up to the sky 
Eine neue Prinzessin! 

and now it is late and she stands  
at our door in winter rain 
wearing a dressing gown and no slippers
asking where her mama went


